
HOUSE . No. 2946
By Mr, Nazzaro of Boston, petition of Michael A. Nazzaro, Jr., for legislation

relative to requiring the periodical inspection of additional equipment on motor
vehicles. Highways and Motor Vehicles.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Two.

An Act increasing the requirements of inspection of motor
VEHICLES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Section 7A of chapter 90 of the General Laws, as
2 most recently amended by chapter 581 of the acts of 1961, is
3 hereby further amended by striking out the first sentence thereof
4 and substituting therefor the following sentence: The regis-
-5 trar shall include in the rules and regulations prepared by him
6 under section thirty-one, rules and regulations providing for the
7 periodic inspection of all motor vehicles and trailers between
8 April first and May fifteenth and between October first and
9 November fifteenth, all dates inclusive, in each year, for the

10 purpose of determining whether they are provided with the fol-
-11 lowing equipment maintained in good order, to wit: brakes,
12 lights, horn, muffler, steering gear, windshield, windshield cleaner
13 and number plates, and rear windows, and also rules and regu-
-14 lations in respect to school buses; providing, in place of the
15 periodic inspections hereinbefore referred to, for the inspection
16 of those not subject to the jurisdiction of the department of
17 public utilities, during the first week of the months of January,
18 March, May, September and November in each year.

1 Section 2. Section 7A of chapter 90 of the General Laws, as
2 amended, is hereby further amended by adding at the end thereof
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3 the following: -In such inspections, in addition to the aforesaid
4 requirements, the following tests shall be made: that the brak-
-5 ing effect of the vehicle shall be even according to the specifica-
-6 tions of the manufacturer; that the headlights are properly
7 aligned and that the candlepower is equal to the full efficiency
8 of the original capacity of the lens; that there is no looseness
9 in the steering control; that there is no looseness in the wheels

10 to be determined by jacking up the vehicle and that the wheels
11 are in alignment to be determined by driving the vehicle over a
12 gauge which will record the reading after the vehicle has passed
13 over it; that power steering hoses have no leakage and that
14 mechanical steering boxes are in good order; that the wheel
15 bearings are in good condition and the brake lining of proper
16 thickness to be determined by removing the wheels, and that
17 wheel cylinders have no leaks; that the brakes maintain proper
18 stopping control to be determined by a testing device which
19 shall clearly indicate by meters the braking effort on each of the
20 four wheels; that the tires are not smooth or reveal any portion
21 of the fabric to be determined by the existence of at least one-
-22 sixteenth inch of tire tread. The charge which shall be made by
23 inspection stations shall be two dollars for each inspection, of
24 which fifty cents of such fee shall be paid into the registry of
25 motor vehicles for the purpose of properly supervising the in-
-26 spection of vehicles.


